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ABSTRACT
Finding a Wikipedia article in another language is often achievable with the in-built interlanguage
links. We explore the possibility to automatically generate these links for geotagged articles as
an application of entity resolution on an article level. It has the potential to improve Wikipedia,
but also allows to use a well-curated ground truth for the merging algorithm. The resolution is
based on only the simple features of coordinates and title. This is metadata that can be taken
from APIs without parsing the full article itself. We use a conflation approach to identify articles
with mismatched coordinates and a translation matrix tailored to the titles. Even complicated
cases such as cities, municipalities, or departments with similar names at the same coordinates can
mostly be identified correctly. Honduras was chosen as a test region because the country has a
limited coverage (754 articles in both languages at time of writing [2]) that allows for a full manual
assessment of results and because the resulting data is a basis for a geospatial search engine [1].
This finding has not been published in such brevity before, appropriate to the selection of features.

BODY
Cross-lingual merging of Honduran geotagged Wikipedia articles based on article names and locations alone results in 99.4% correct pairs.
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